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Americans enjoy the finest healthcare delivery system in the world, but most people will tell you
that we still have a long way to go. Far too frequently, patients leave the doctor's office or hospital
feeling confused, angry, or neglected. Healthcare leaders recognize this problem, but in their
focus on patients (and sometimes financials), they often overlook the true key to lasting patient
loyalty and satisfaction: their employees.Patients Come Second shakes up the traditional
healthcare model, arguing that in order to care for and retain patients, leaders must first create
exceptional teams and find ways to engage nurses, administrative staff, physicians, supervisors,
and even housekeeping staff and switchboard operators. By connecting employees' work with a
higher purpose and equipping them with the tools to become leaders themselves, patient care
can be dramatically transformed. And with continuing healthcare changes on the horizon and
ever-rising pressure to acquire and keep patients, doing so now is more important than ever.Britt
Berrett, president of an 898-bed hospital, and Paul Spiegelman, founder and CEO of a
successful patient-experience company, are the perfect guides to the changes needed in
healthcare leadership. With a rich combined experience in their field, they have filled each
chapter with an abundance of engaging, insightful stories and write with a humor and
friendliness that balances and enhances the urgency of their message.

At least one great story of idea for employee engagement on every page! Patients Come
Second is written in an irresistible style that makes it fun and inspiring to read and hard to put
down. I highly recommend this book to every administrator and manager.-- Fred Lee, author of If
Disney Ran Your HospitalPeople are going to read this book, learn from it, and ultimately provide
better care to patients.-- David Feinberg, president of the UCLA Health System Rarely do you
find two seasoned health care professionals provide such candid and real experiences! The fact
that both Paul and Britt have demonstrated brilliant results int heir organizations is confirmation
enough that this book is a must-read for all healthcare leaders.-- Rulon Stacey, former chairman
of the American College of Healthcare ExecutivesIn this gem of a book you will find the road
map for creating the best possible workplace for your people. It is based not only on great
research but on great personal experiences. Britt and Paul have nailed it! Buy this book!--
Chester Elton, author of The Carrot PrincipleFrom the Back CoverNo business can effectively
take care of its customers before it takes care of its employees. Health care is no different--and
that's why patients have to come second.About the AuthorPaul Spiegelman is founder and CEO
of The Beryl Companies, which includes--among others--BerylHealth, a technology-focused
patient experience company, and The Circle, a training company that helps businesses enhance
employee engagement. BerylHealth has won nine ''best place to work'' awards, and in 2010,
Spiegelman was honored with the Ernst & Young Entrepreneur of the Year award. He is a sought-



after speaker and author on executive leadership, corporate culture, and employee engagement.
His views have been published in Entrepreneur, the Dallas Morning News, Inc., and many other
publications.Britt Berrett, a passionate advocate for excellence in healthcare, serves as
president of Texas Health Presbyterian Hospital Dallas, where, he oversees strategic planning
and operations, guiding the hospital in its mission to improve the health of the people in the
community it serves. In 2007 U.S. News and World Report recognized Texas Health Dallas as a
best hospital in the digestive disorders, orthopedics, and neurology and neurosurgery
specialties. Texas Health Dallas also received the Magnet Recognition Program Award for
excellence in nursing services from the American Nurses Credentialing Center. In addition to his
role at the hospital, Berrett also serves as an executive vice president of Texas Health
Resources.Read more
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Jimbo, “Cheesy, but useful. I picked this up because I am a jew officer in the Army Medical
Service Corps and this book is on the Corps Chief's reading list. I am not sure how useful this
book's content would be in the army, as a lot of this "feel-good" type of leadership is typically
frowned upon, but it had some good key points that could apply to even military leadership.Like
others said, it is a very easy read. Rather campy at times, a bit too self aware, and full of what
some might consider some shameless self-promotion (the writers use their own businesses as
prime examples several times). Still, it refreshed my thinking about leadership, and could be
useful as a topic of discussion, especially its key points about employee engagement.”

Michael R. Privitera MD, “Important needed culture change in healthcare. This book has an eye
catching title that pulls you in to read it. I would highly recommend all decision makers in
healthcare to read this book. It is written by those with experience in healthcare leadership that
want the quality and patient satisfaction that we all want. How we get there is what is so
refreshing about this book. Those that deliver that care and have various roles in the hospital
setting are the proximal cause of patient satisfaction and quality of care. Why are we not
concerned enough about those that deliver this outcome as people with the same feelings and
reactions that all humans do. Healthcare reform has driven changes more rapidly and more
extensively than at any time in history. Quality measures are uncoordinated with each other and
incrementally accumulate with no national or state level organization that oversees what might
be excessive expectations for healthcare providers to achieve. This book brings home the need
to look at this issues in leadership at a hospital level as we hope that our national leadership
catches up to what the problems are accross the nation and in many ways around the
world.Excellent, refreshing and effective.”

Denisee885, “Great Job.. Wishing i could have everyone read this book and apply these
principles for their own service co-workers. I have worked at facilities that have prescribed to this
type of thinking over years and years, and the fruits of these efforts lead (more or less) to closer
knit, connected communities of individuals with common goals, you know 'families' with purpose.
In my experience, these families have excelled at whatever their task is. And I have been in
other organizations where difficulties in management and putting out fires all day are the only
mode of operation, making it difficult for anyone to invest themselves in that organization. I am
glad that this book lays it out and gives some of these principles categories; it shines light for all
to see what things affect the organization from the ground up-- for better and for worse. The
writing style is interesting and engaging. And the book is filled with suggestions and examples
that help the reader to understand "the author's point"  Great Job.”

Leet, “The Key to Improved Patient Care AND Financial Success.. Brilliant! I loved this book so
much and got so much value out of it, I just bought the Kindle version after reading and



underlining every other line in the hardcover version. As a recent cancer survivor, lifelong
"perpetual patient" and customer service expert, I have experienced the good, the bad and the
ugly when it comes to "patient care". This book convincingly builds the case for more
compassionate care being essential to better outcomes, compliance etc, and that in the ever
more competitive health "care" business, such care or its lack, will likely mean the difference
between success or survival for many medical organizations. More importantly, the authors
teach you, from their experience doing so, HOW to go about building a "culture" that will result in
the kind of loving care patients want and need in order to remain loyal for a lifetime. NO matter
what business you are in, healthcare or otherwise, read this book. LOVE your employees and
they will reciprocate in kind with your customers. So simple and yet profoundly accurate and
actionable. Well done!”

Amy Barclay, “Must have for hospital leaders!. I can't put this book down! I ordered it because I
know Britt and his ability to engage staff - hoping I could learn from the best. Whether you are a
“Studer Hospital” or have never started any of the employee engagement tactics – this is a great
book. You could use it to supplement programs you have in place or as a foundation to
improvement. I can’t say enough about the story it tells and lessons learned. I have asked our
HR department to order enough for all of our leaders so we can review in our weekly “Book Club
Meeting.” I strongly encourage you to try it.Jeremy W. Barclay, MHA | Chief Operating Officer |
Cedar Park Regional Medical Center”

JOAN PONS LAPLANA, “Excellent book. Excellent.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Excellent book for senior leadership and managerial level executive.
Thanks Paul and Britt for writing such a wonderful book on employee engagement and how it's
relevant to achieve our core values of the organization.When I was reading all chapters, one
thought came to my mind this philosophy can be applied to any service providing industry like
Restaurants , Hotels , Spa , Saloon etc.....I think it will work perfectly for all .Once again thanks
for sharing your experience and other leaders of different hospital.Looking for next version of
book or something new on same outline topic”

Ebook Library Reader, “Liked a lot!. It presents in an easy way the principles of human resources
management, giving examples of their application to hospitals reality.”

Do Brassard, “Four Stars. Vary interesting bookDo br”

The book by Paul Spiegelman has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 423 people have provided feedback.
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